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Abstract
An EKTP image repository can be a helpful tool to assist human operators in EKTP image pair checking. But, such a repository
needs a solid validation that has verification and matching uploaded images. To solve this problem, this paper implementing a
detection model using Faster R-CNN and a matching method using ORB (Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF) and KNN-BFM
(K-Nearest Neighbor Brute Force Matcher). The goal of the implementations is to reach both an 80% mark of accuracy and
prove matching using ORB only can be a replaced OCR technique. The implementation accuracy results in the detection model
reach mAP (Mean Average Precision) of 94%. But, the matching process only achieves an accuracy of 43,46%. The matching
process using only image feature matching underperforms the previous OCR technique but improves processing time from
4510ms to 60m). Image matching accuracy has proven to increase by using a high-quality dan high quantity dataset, extracting
features on the important area of EKTP card images.
Keywords: Detection, Matching, Identity Card, EKTP, ORB, Faster R-CNN.
1.

Introduction

first process will be giving the EKTP images to a
specific place that the machine could check. In the
research conducted by Kevin Akbar, this problem can be
solved by building a repository for an ID card to
accommodate a repository for further checking by a
computer [7]. But the repository needs a solid validation
for whether the uploaded EKTP image is correct to
minimize any frauds that can happen.

In Indonesia, using a national identity card called EKTP
(Kartu Tanda Penduduk Elektronik) is very substantial.
Various business processes require using EKTP, such as
registering the marriage, buying a house, applying for a
job, and even using medical insurance [1][2][3]. In 2013,
64.5% of that business process started to accept EKTP
recorded in Palembang [4]. Using EKTP usually gives
EKTP directly to the service operator or provides the To mitigate fraud, a pair of images will be uploaded to
the repository in a predefined format. The first is a selfie
EKTP with a photocopied document to a substance.
image of a person holding an EKTP card of theirs. And
Given EKTP document then will be checked usually by
the second will be the image of the EKTP card itself.
a person service operator. A person operator not
Images files that will be uploaded need to be valid, and
occasionally flawlessly constantly performed and can
therefore the verification of these two images needs to
sometimes make a human-error mistake. Even when
be implemented. The verification that will be
inserting the field data on EKTP, an error is still
implemented is to check whether the EKP is on the
recorded in Gorontalo [5]. In addition, in Cibeuying
images or not. Computer vision’s object detection field
Kaler recorded from 100 citizen respondents to an EKTP
can solve this verification implementation.
survey satisfaction, 84,9% of the respondent is not
satisfied with EKTP because there is still a human-error Regarding the classification of identity documents in the
mistake when inputting the data fields. [6].
research conducted by Pere Vilás, the classification
model was built using the CNN architecture and
There is a chance a person operator will make a humansucceeded in obtaining a classification accuracy of 98%
error mistake in the future. This problem can be solved
[8]. In this study, the classification will not be carried
by implementing a machine-assisted for checking the
out but will be built as a model for EKTP detection. The
EKTP document in the field of computer vision. The
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detection method will also be built with the CNN
architecture, namely Faster R-CNN. Faster R-CNN has
a faster speed than its predecessor R-CNN and Fast RCNN, with the same mean average precision (mAP) of
66.9% for the 2007 VOC dataset [9].
The validation of the images did not stop from detecting
whether the EKTP is on the images. After that, we need
to check whether both EKTP cards are the same from
both image pairs. We can use the Faster R-CNN model
to segment the EKTP from the image pair. We can solve
the matching process by using OCR (Optical Character
Recognition). In research conducted by Firhan Maulana,
extracting the data fields inside the EKTP card reached
an F-Score of 0.78 with the timely processing of 4510
milliseconds per ID card [10]. Furthermore, Pratama et
al [11], improving the OCR technique with CNN and
increased the average F-Score of 0.84. However, various
images with good and bad quality become a challenge
for the OCR engine in EKTP card data
extraction[10][11]. In research conducted by Tom Yeh
and Boritz Katz, combining OCR and merging image
features in the study case of finding image documents
has boosted its retrieval precision [12]. The study case
in Tom Yeh and Boritz Katz's research has the level of
complexity higher than ours, but the method of using
only image matching on extracted image features looks
promising in the case of EKTP matching process
implementation. But it is still unclear which image
feature extraction algorithms are the best in our study
case.
Besides, the research conducted from [13] and [14][13]
compares the different methods of image feature
extraction such as SIFT, ORB, BRIEF, and SURF. ORB
has proven to be the most efficient matching method
after the features were extracted and overall extracting
much more features from the images. Furthermore, in
this study, the matching process will be implemented
using the ORB algorithm for extracting image keypoints
and image features. And the matching process will be
completed by matching the K-Nearest Neighbor Brute
Force Matching (KNN-BFM) methods [15] by finding
the closest distance in 2 images keypoints.

be one of the fastest and accurate than its predecessor
[9].
ORB and KNN-BFM will carry out the EKTP image
matching process. The method chosen, proven to be
quite promising for implementing matching EKTP
images segmented from the verification (detection)
process without using any OCR methods. The aim of the
study is to implement a verification model to detect
whether EKTP on image pair and implementing image
matching from the segmented image that gotten from the
Faster R-CNN EKTP detection model using ORB and
KNN-BFM and to observe does feature matching
method without OCR is sufficient to carry out the
matching task is one of the goals of the novelty of this
study. The implementation result will need to be
evaluated through its accuracy to determine whether the
model and match process is achieving an accepted
accuracy value above 80% to be implemented in a realworld environment.
Research Limitation
Due to the unfortunate timing of the study that happened
on the global pandemic (COVID-19), the dataset of the
EKTP image pair will be collected in an uncontrollable
environment. In this study, the image dataset is collected
through various camera-phone that resulted from a wide
range of various image resolutions. The image will be
submitted through an online form that the writer
prepared, and the respondent will upload the pair of
images through the form.
The hardware used to complete the implementation
process, such as model training and image processing,
will be Nvidia RTX 2070 GPU, 16GB DDR4 RAM, and
Intel i5-8400 CPU.
2. Research Method

These study purposes are to successfully implementing
detection and matching to helping verification the image
pair uploaded. Faster R-CNN will complete
implementation of the verification model. The model
will help the matching process by segmenting the EKTP
image for further feature extraction using ORB and
Based on previous studies, thus, in this research, the matching the features using KNN-BFM shown in Figure
implementation of verifying and matching will be 3. The result of implementation will be evaluated based
carried out by Faster R-CNN, ORB, and KNN-BFM [9]- on the total feature matched in the data image pair.
[15]. The validation will be consisted of verifying and
matching EKTP on the image pair. Verifying validation 2.1. E-KTP data collection
by EKTP detection and image matching process will be Indonesia citizen identity card or E-KTP is compulsory
repository validation for future uploaded images. The to have for citizens above 17 years old. E-KTP consists
detection process in this research will carry out of specific fields that determine the information of the
verification of EKTP. The detection process can be owner of the card, such as citizen number, name, address
implemented using a model from the Faster-RCNN gender, owner photo, handwritten owner signature, etc.
method for object detection from EKTP image pair data. The shape of E-KTP shown in Figure 2 is a rectangular
In comparison, the Faster R-CNN method has proven to card with the owner's confidential identity document.
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Research on an identity document problem will have
issues on how the researcher will get the data. Identity
documents contain sensitive personal information,
which will challenge the researcher to collect data from
an uncontrollable environment, as in the research by
Arlazarov mentioned [16]. The research conducted by
Arlazarov was collecting a dataset consist of labeled
video and images (such as text segmentation, optical
character recognition, forensics, etc.) [16].. Video data
on this study will be more impactful on training the
model, but collecting it face to face will be difficult.
Hence, the data will be only collected as images from an
online form and label manually.

2.2. Building the datasets
The dataset was collected through an online form and
asked the respondent to upload a pair of images as shown
in Figure 2 and Figure 3. In Figure 3, the respondent
must hold the identity document card and show their
faces (selfies). And in Figure 2, the respondent needs to
upload the image of the identity document card that they
were holding on the previous selfie image.

Figure 3. Selfie image with identity document card

The dataset consisted of a total of 125 pairs of images.
After the process, the data is labeled using COCO format
and drawn in the image's bounding box. After that,
remove the EXIF on the image first to ensure the
metadata does not rotate.
The data will be augmented to increase the dataset count
before the dataset goes into the dataset library for
training machine learning models. In general, the
machine learning process is directly proportional to
many existing datasets, which means that the more
datasets, the "better" the machine learning model will be
[17]. However, collecting countless identity document
card images in the real world is not easy, so data
augmentation is needed to help improve the dataset to
support the learning process.

Figure 1. Flowchart of the research process

Data augmentation can be a way out of performance and
overfitting problems in a machine learning model. Many
data augmentation techniques can be applied to a
dataset, such as flip, rotation, crop, scale, or whitening
[18].
This process is proven to be good enough to improve
performance in cases on various datasets [16]. There is
a selfie image holding an identity card in this study,
where there is a possibility of differences in holding an
identity card. Therefore, it is necessary to augment data
with perspective transformation techniques [19]. This
technique will perform an image transformation, as
shown in Figure 4.

Figure 2. E-KTP
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In this study, the model will be build using a pre-trained
model from ResNet-50 C4 Architecture.
2.4. Oriented Fast and Rotated BRIEF (ORB) Feature
Extraction
ORB [22] is a method that is a development of the
previous method, namely FAST and BRIEF, so that it
has advantages in detection speed and resistance to
rotation and noise [23]. The FAST technique is used at
an early stage to determine the Keypoint. FAST does not
calculate the orientation and rotation of the variants but
Figure 4. An illustration for perspective transformation
calculates the intensity of the centroid patch. In ORB,
matrix rotation is calculated using the orientation of the
2.3. Faster R-CNN Detection
patch, and then the BRIEF descriptor guides an
Faster R-CNN is a development of Fast R-CNN; the orientation.
main difference with Fast R-CNN is that Fast R-CNN
uses selective search to make area proposals while Faster Suppose the keypoint is called Kp. Kp points are used in
R-CNN uses Region Proposal Network (RPN). RPN is the FAST technique to get other Kp points. In the initial
used for making regional and network proposals that stage, to determine the points of Kp, the FAST technique
generate area proposals to handle objects detection later. was used. However, FAST cannot determine the
This results in a shorter time for regional proposals in orientation and rotation of the Kp. FAST only calculates
the Regional Proposal Network than selective tracing. the centroid intensity value of the patch. The direction of
The Region Proposal Network works by sorting the area the vector at the vertex towards the centroid will give the
boxes (anchors) and doing which ones are likely to be orientation of the point Kp. Moments are calculated to
covered by the object. The Faster R-CNN consists of 2 increase the rotation invariance.
modules; the first is a deep convolutional network used In the FAST technique, the following formula (1) is used
to make regional proposals or what is commonly called to help find the corner points in the image.
the Region Proposal Network, and the second is Fast Rm10 m01
CNN. Still, it only functions as a detector [9].
C=(
,
)
(1)
m00 m00
Then the moment value is calculated by the following
formula (2). And therefore, this formula (2) ensures that
the moment value calculates the x and y values with a
different radius from the center point to the corner point
found on (1).
mpq = ∑ x p y q I(x, y)

(2)

To rotate the main axis at various angles, the technique
that will be used is BRIEF. In the BRIEF technique, the
final feature result is a vector of 256, which can be
computed with various intensity tests. Each descriptor is
obtained from making binary comparisons of 2
Figure 5. An illustration of Faster R-CNN Architecture
randomly selected pixel points. This process can be
Machine learning model accuracy is directly calculated using the following formula (3)
proportional by the quantity of the dataset. In this study,
we will only be using a 125 pair image dataset trained T(p; x, y) ∶= { 1 ∶ p(x) < p(y)
(3)
0 ∶ p(x) ≥ p(y)
by the Faster-RCNN method. The Faster R-CNN
method proves to be good for training on a small dataset Where p (x) and p (y) on (3) are the intensity at a point
[20]. The machine learning model will be trained using pixel x. With different pairs of x and y points, the
phyton programing language and detectron2 framework descriptor, in BRIEF, will be made as a text string of n
in the identity document card detection process. bits as follows on the following formula (4)
Detectron2 [20] is a module from Facebook with the
weight of pre-trained Faster R-CNN architecture with
fn (p) = ∑ 2i−1 T(p; xi , yi )
(4)
the same base model as the original paper proposed [9].
1≤i≤n
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This ORB technique is used as feature extraction from Average Precision calculates the maximum precision
the segmented image to match the identity document value for each recall value on the N available data in the
card image input. ORB technique is proven to have good formula 5.
performance in various test cases [13], which is expected
1
Average Precision = ∑ APr
to solve the problem domain of this study.
(5)
N
r

2.5. K-Nearest Neighbor Brute Force Feature Matching

Where r is the recall value for each data, the results are
K-Nearest Neighbor Brute Force Matching (KNN- then interpolated by taking the maximum precision
BFM) technique will carry out the matching process in value that exceeds the value of r.
this study. The KNN-BFM process can be described in
The results of average precision from formula (5) are
Figure 6.
then compared with the bounding box of the confidence
in the system. The detection results are determined by
ground truth and are assessed based on true and false
positive values calculated by overlapping or overlapping
boxes.
𝑎𝑜 =

𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎(𝐵𝑝 ∩ 𝐵𝑔𝑡)
𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎(𝐵𝑝 ∪ 𝐵𝑔𝑡)

(6)

To determine that the detection results are correct, the
overlap ratio (ao) between the bounding box predicted
by Bp and the bounding box ground truth (Bgt) must be
above 50%, as shown in the formula (6)
Figure 6. An illustration of the process in Brute Force Matching

The feature extraction stage in an image can be done by
various methods such as SIFT, SURF, and ORB, which
can then be carried out by the KNN-BFM process [15].
The process of calculating the KNN distance can use
Euclidean or Hamming.

A matching step will follow the results of the identity
card detection on an image. This step means finding
whether each pair dataset matches with each other or
even matches with other images that are not the same
pair. In this study, using accuracy from the confusion
matrix that is shown on this formula is enough

𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁
The following process that is done is to do object
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
(7)
detection using the Homography technique. Where to
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑇 + 𝐹𝑁
look for points with the same image features but with
Each dataset pair will be tested to find whether the
different perspectives, the perspective transformation
dataset is matched with other different datasets. After
process is carried out in the image [19].
extracting the features of the images, steps followed by
In this study, the pair will be brute-forced to match each matching algorithm and deciding the accuracy from
data collection and the feature on each image to formula (7) using a threshold that determined later.
determine whether the images have the same features.
We will separate the total matches and total “good” 3. Result and Discussion
matches using the distance of 64 on the KNN-BFM
In this section of the study, there are two results of EKTP
distance result.
verification and implementation of EKTP matching. The
2.6. Evaluation
implementation of verification will be completed by
training a Faster R-CNN model to detect EKTP on
There will be an evaluation of each detection and
dataset images. The implementation of matching will be
matching process in this study.
completed by image feature matching using the ORB
Mean average precision (mAP) [24] is used as the main algorithm and KNN-BFM. The implementation results
parameter in the Faster R-CNN modeling results. will be evaluated with mAP on Faster R-CNN
Average The precision, in this case, summarizes the verification model and accuracy from confusion matrix
comparison of recall and precision curves. A recall is a on EKTP matching implementation. Implementation
value obtained by comparing the positive value sample result on EKTP matching also will be compared to
with the existing ground-truth value. Precision is the previous studies with OCR methods to see a better grasp
comparison of the positive value in the sample with the of the analysis. As the research method has been done,
the methods chosen are expected to produce promising
predicted results.
results.
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3.1. Implementation of EKTP Image Pair Verification

Figure 10 shows the example of some false positive
segmented image that is not a document identity card,
Before the dataset feed into the Faster R-CNN training
but the images can be verified through the image
model, there is no preprocessing on the data, but there is
matching process.
a data augmentation process since there are only 125
datasets. The data augmentation process consists of a
75% chance of random flip, a 25% chance of random
crop, a 50% chance of random rotation, and adding 25%
of random brightness with 0.9 – 1.1 value.
The model was trained using detectron2 and with a pretrained model from ResNet-50 C4 architecture. After
tweaking the configuration to detect identity document
cards such as 0.00025 learning rate, 2 images per batch,
100 batch size per image, 1250 iterations, and 1 num
classes.
Figure 10. Example of image with both false and true positive results

3.2. Implementation of EKTP Image Pair Matching

Figure 7. Graph of model losses on 1250 iterations

From Figure 7. Graph of model losses on 1250
iterations, the model reached an mAP of 91%. The
model configuration was updated to 3000 iterations and
reached 94%, as Figure 8. Graph of model losses on
3000 iterations stated. After several tweaks on model
configuration such as learning rate, batch size, and
images per batch, the model seems cannot achieve more
than 94%.

In this process, the implementation of matching will be
carried out by ORB and KNN-BFM. Figure 11 shows
the result of matches from both methods in the plot of
drawing a line on closest match features on two
segmented images. The closest match features will be
counted on each image.

Figure 11. A plot of 2 images feature matching

The implementation result will be evaluated with two
scenarios that experimented to achieve accurate
evaluation. Scenario 1 (S1) consists of matching the pair
of the segmented dataset images using a matching
algorithm. And Scenario 2 (S2) consists of matching
each segmented dataset image to any other dataset image
except its pair. All result in S1 is stated as true positive
and result in S2 is stated as true negative.
Figure 8. Graph of model losses on 3000 iterations

After the output model is generated, the model will
segment the dataset into chunks of segmented document
identity cards by segmenting the image from the
resulting bounding boxes shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Example of segmented image result.

Table 1. 5 Sample result of matching process
Query Image Id
7_card_0
100_card_0
38_card_0
78_card_0
78_card_0

Train Image Id
7_selfie_0
100_selfie_0
38_selfie_0
78_selfie_0
78_selfie_1

Total Good Matches
515
317
764
636
3

As shown in Table 1, the distribution of total good
matches of each scenario will be plotted. Finding the
right threshold of matches is the target of this process of
plotting.
Before producing the distribution plot,
removing outliers is essential to achieve a good quality
of the plot.

Figure 10. Example of image with both false and true positive results
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Figure 12. Distribution total matches of S1 (true positives) images
using ORB

As shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13, the distribution of
total matches is not centralized on a particular point that
can determine the image as match or not to each other.
Because the distribution is not centralized, determining
the threshold by taking the median of mean in S1 and
mean in S2 as the threshold. The accuracy of the
matching process is by the threshold of 346 matches
achieve 43.46%.

Figure 13. Distribution total matches of S2 (true negatives) images
using ORB

3.3. OCR and ORB Image Matching Comparison
As Table 2 shown, the process matching using just ORB
matching algorithm does not achieve the same result as
previous studies using the OCR technique. In previous
studies by Firhan Maulana, the OCR technique achieve
an F-Score of 0.78 on overall camera conditions, but the
processing time takes an overall of 4510 milliseconds
per card [9]. F-Score of using only ORB image matching
does not come close to OCR technique F-Score result.
But if we can improve the F-Score and get a better
threshold of algorithm matches, room for improvement
in processing time will be the next step. The
implementation of matching using ORB algorithms
takes 60ms of processing time. This result of matching
implementation significantly improves in terms of
processing time from the OCR technique by 98.6%.
Table 2. OCR and ORB comparison
F-Score
OCR Technique
ORB
Image
Matching

0.78
0.21

Processing time (per
card)
4510ms
60ms

Discussions
The study's experimental results show that they are still
not achieving their full potential because of some

factors. Since we need to achieve an 80% mark on the
accuracy, the matching process is still far from the
minimal mark to be accepted on the real-world
environment implementation. The implementation of
Faster-RCNN detection model mAP achieves 94%, and
the matching process using ORB achieves 43.46%. The
comparison between matching using OCR technique
and with ORB image matching only also resulted with
under expectation result of F-Score.
This section of the study will analyze why the accuracy
is below the mark expectation in both implementations
and determine how to improve the image matching
process for replacing the OCR technique. The analysis
can be a good reference for future studies to improve our
chosen method as a newly proposed method.
Quantity and Quality of Dataset
On the matching process implementation, image
matching results achieve 43.46% accuracy using the
ORB algorithm that is below the expectation of the
study. From S1, we will try to sort ascendingly to
analyze the lowest total matches in the image dataset and
observe the image matched quality.
We determine the lowest total match by manually
selecting the false EKTP detection object threshold with
the highest feature matched, as shown in Figure 14.
After that, we filter out the dataset with the threshold to
analyze the true-positives dataset that has low image
feature total good matches.

Figure 14. False EKTP segmented images from verification (Faster
R-CNN) machine learning model
Table 3. 5 lowest feature matched on S1 sceneario
Query Image Id
120_card_0
18_card_0
53_card_0
46_card_0
122_card_0

Train Image Id
120_selfie_0
100_selfie_0
53_selfie_0
46_selfie_0
122_selfie_0

Total Good Matches
1
1
19
20
30

As Table 5 shown, there is still a true-positives image
with low total good matches. There is a total of 11 image
datasets filtered from the threshold of false EKTP
objects. Usually, losing 11 pairs of datasets is tolerable,
but 11 images are equal to almost 10% of the collected
dataset in our study.
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same method to determine the threshold and achieves the
accuracy of 72.76% by thresholding the keypoints on
164 total matches. The results are better than the ORB
algorithm, but we conclude that the accuracy is
insufficient to match an important document identity
card.
Figure 15. Example of blurry image from dataset

SIFT
ORB

Figure 16. Example of low-resolution segmented image from dataset

Table 4. SIFT and ORB Comparison
Average
Feature
Average
feature
extraction
matched
extracted
processing
feature
time
3623
753ms
164
1588
60ms
346

Accuracy

72.76%
43,46%

As Table 4 shown, SIFT extracting more features but
matched fewer descriptors than ORB. Extracting the
image feature on SIFT does come with a processing time
tradeoff. Even when SIFT is doing better than ORB, the
keypoints of the images are not extracted on important
areas such as name, address, card text header, face
photo, or any personal information on the card image.
The keypoints also matched any other parts of the
images, resulting in a bias in total matches.

We subjectively determine its causes by discovering
EKTP content in the lowest dataset feature matched
dataset measured if the content is humanly visible or not.
Figure 15 and Figure 16 are examples of determining if
the EKTP image content is not humanly visible. One
reason the image dataset with low total good matches
from S1 was blurry images, camera noises, and lowEKTP Important Area Feature Extracation
resolution segmented EKTP.
Feature matching on KNN-BFM will find the closest
Image Feature Extraction Algorithm
keypoint to the query image into the matched image in
We tried to use another feature extraction algorithm such every area of the image. The matching result will match
as SIFT to determine whether the algorithm is the factor any feature in any image area that eventually leads to a
of the matching accuracy results. Just as the proposed mismatched feature or increasing the total match by
method, the matching process using SIFT algorithm matching an unnecessary area such as field name on
only extracts the features of the image without any EKTP as shown in Figure 19 and
Figure 20
preprocessing on the images. After we extract the consecutively.
feature, we continue to match two images using KNN
match with the distance of 0.75, as Lowe mentioned, to
find good matches of the features [25].

Figure 19. Example of mismatch in EKTP pair image

Figure 17. Distribution total matches of S1 (true positives) images
using SIFT

Figure 18. Distribution total matches of S2 (true negatives) images
using SIFT

Figure 20. Field name in EKTP card image (left) and example of
matching on field name on EKTP (right)

Matching on a much more important area area on EKTP
will create more precise outcome in total matches. Thus,
Figure 17 and Figure 18 are used to determine the
we manually segmented the 25 images dataset on the
keypoints threshold on SIFT algorithm. We are using the
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highly important area such as personal information texts
(name, address, birth date, etc.) and photo faces before
the matching algorithm started and continued the
process the same as previous experimental results.
Figure 21 shows an important segmented card area that
plots the matched featured with a colored line.

Figure 21. A plot of 2 segmented photo face areas of the card image
pair

As Table 5 shown, the result is improved than previous
direct image matching without segmenting card
important area. The result of this experiment showed
that the algorithm would be much reliable if we can
segment those areas into individual images, but
unfortunately, in this study, such a method is not
implemented to be fully automated by a machine and
just segmenting the important area manually to become
a proof of concept.

Verification task carried out with Faster R-CNN method
based on the previous study by Vilás that achieved the
classification of the identity document with an accuracy
of 98% [8]. Even though it is not directly similar, EKTP
is still an identity document, and the Faster R-CNN
method consists of classification using CNN.
Verification using Faster R-CNN result achieved an
accuracy of 94%, 4% less than the study by Vilás. The
result from Faster R-CNN is a segmented EKTP card
image that will be matched on another EKTP card
image. Though prior matching EKTP task can be carried
out using the OCR method, based on the study by Tom
Yeh, the accuracy for search and match text-based image
can be improved by using the image feature itself [12].
Once again though it is not directly similar to the
previous study, in our research, we tried to compare
processing time and evaluation results on both OCR only
and image feature only methods. The matching result
shows that F-Score on OCR only, based on the study by
Firhan [10], is higher than matching using image feature
only.

Experimental results of this research showing many
interesting points. In the verification machine learning
process, the model achieves 94%, but it still detects
some interesting objects in our research dataset. As
Figure 10. Example of image with both false and true
Not just improving the accuracy of the image matching, positive results
this will also decrease the processing time since we shown, the model results still detect rectangular shapes
segment an image into a smaller chunk of images. Thus, with text inside the object as EKTP. The model is still
this concept will be an interesting method to match far from “perfect” and can be improved using a better
identity documents in future studies for replacing the and clean EKTP image dataset. Though we know
OCR technique in this matching case.
acquiring such data is difficult, the Indonesian
government can help this problem. On the matching
Field
Mean Total Matches Accuracy task, using the image feature only showing its potential
when the image used is segmented on the highly
(Threshold)
Citizen number
17
56.4%
important area (such as name, citizen number, etc.)
Name
12
89.6%
stated in Table 5. If this can be implemented “correctly,”
Birthdate
5
54.8%
matching task using image feature only can be a better
Address
12
74.5%
alternative method since processing time is improved a
Face Photo
7
86.5%
Signature
3
43.3%
lot from the previous OCR only method, as shown in
Table 2. And with this implementation assumption, the
State of The Art Implementation of Verification and
desired accuracy of 80% can be implemented in a realMatching E-KTP
world environment.
To the best of our knowledge, this research is the first to
Both verification and matching processes show a good
implementing verification and matching tasks in this
execution time shown in Figure 22, with an overall
particular EKTP study case with an image pair dataset.
execution time of 2.7 seconds. Of course, the result
The research result as an implementation of both
processing time is affected by the hardware used in the
verification and matching is to improve the lack of
research, but it shows that the method using in this
human capability on checking EKTP data conducted on
research is viable to be executed in such a quick
previous studies [5][6] with the help of a computer
execution time.
(machine). A study by Kevin Akbar on how EKTP data
should be collected on a repository [7] still needs a solid Hopefully, the experimental result of this study can be
validation on the images uploaded to the repository helpful research for future Indonesian government
conducted in our research by implementing a validation development on EKTP business cases. The use case of
feature with verifying and matching EKTP images.
this study can be a solution to Indonesia's data flow
Table 5. High important area result image matching on 25 datasets
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difficulty and to tried implementing a cloud-based For future studies, the matching process using the image
system on confidential data such as EKTP.
feature shows its potential when using the correct
method. Quantity and quality of the dataset, choosing
other feature extraction algorithms and extracting the
important area in the EKTP card image have proven to
increase the accuracy for reaching the desired target.
Improving the current study method for the matching
process can boost the time processing from the previous
OCR technique to nearly 98.6% (from 4510ms to 60ms
per image) improvement.
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